Yale Cancer Center Annual Retreat – *Team Science*
Thursday, December 10th, 2020
10:00am-3:40pm

10:00am  **Welcome by Yale Cancer Center Director**  
*Charles Fuchs, MD, MPH*

10:05am  **Building Successful Team Science**  
*Marcus Bosenberg, MD, PhD and Katerina Politi, PhD*

10:35pm  **Team Science at Yale**  
*Nancy Brown, MD, Dean, Yale School of Medicine*

10:45am  **Team Science from the NIH Perspective**  
*L. Michelle Bennet, PhD, Director, NIH Center for Research Strategy*

11:15am  **Team Science at the Yale Cancer Center: Session 1**  
*Tobacco Center of Regulatory Science (TCORS) presented by Stephanie O’Malley, PhD and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, PhD*  
*Yale Pancreatic Cancer Collaborative presented by Mandar Muzumdar, MD*  
*Breast Working Group presented by Qin Yan, PhD*

12:15pm  **Yale Cancer Center Research Support Services**  
*Office of Research Affairs presented by Bob Garofalo, PhD and Gary Hunnicutt, PhD; Office of Translational Research presented by Edward Kaftan, PhD*

12:35pm  **Break**

1:00pm  **Talk Title TBD**  
*Jennifer Grandis, PhD, University of California, San Francisco*

1:40pm  **Breakout Session with Report-out, Topics TBD**

2:55pm  **Team Science at the Yale Cancer Center: Session 2**  
*Head and Neck SPORE presented by Barbara Burtness, MD*  
*Brain SPORE presented by Antonio Omuro, MD and Murat Gunel, MD*

3:35pm  **Closing Remarks by Yale Cancer Center Director**  
*Charles Fuchs, MD, PhD*